
The  Highly  Anticipated  Box
Fan  Expo  Invitational  2024
Returns  with  A  USA  Boxing
Amateur  Show,  Taking  Place
During Cinco De Mayo Weekend,
Saturday May 4, In Las Vegas
Las Vegas (March 14, 2024) – After popular demand, we are
excited  to  announce  the  return  of  the  Box  Fan  Expo
Invitational 2024, a USA Boxing amateur show that showcases
some of the top-rated fighters in the US. The Invitational
will be held under the same roof and during the  Box Fan Expo
on Saturday May 4, 2024 at the Las Vegas Convention Center
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Expo will also coincide with the
mega fight between Canelo Alvarez vs Jaime Munguia, that will
take place later that evening at the T-Mobile Arena.

The Invitational will start at 11am and will have 18 to 20
bouts during the Boxing Expo, so fans can enjoy these great
amateur fights as part of their experience at the event. Once
again, this year we are looking forward to having some of the
top seeded amateur boxers display their skills as they compete
in front of family, friends, and the whole boxing industry,
including current and former world champions as well as some
of the top boxing stars of today. 

Box Fan Expo Invitational 2024

Several highly-ranked and top fighters from the USA Boxing
amateur program will receive a special invitation to take part
at the Box Fan Expo Invitational 2024, to compete and have a
chance to FACEOFF against the best in their division.
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Past Box Fan Expo Invitational Participants 

The Box Fan Expo Amateur Invitational has been a huge success
with  some  of  the  top  amateurs  in  the  US,  that  have
participated in previous years. Many of these young talents
have turned Professional and some have been signed with major
boxing  promoters,  such  as  Micky  Scala,  Curmel  Moton,
(Mayweather Promotions), Floyd Diaz (Top Rank), the Barrientes
Twins Chavez and Angel (PBC), Kaipo Gallegos (Shuan Boxing),
Emiliano Vargas (Top Rank), Fernando jr. and Amado Vargas
(Marvnation) and Ethan Smith just to name a few…

Who Will Watch? 

Thousands of boxing fans that will attend the Expo, as well as
many  boxing  media  outlets,  family,  friends,  and  more
importantly a chance to showcase their skills in front of top
boxing stars and boxing industry people that will attend the
Expo.

What’s In It for Amateur Fighters?

Notoriety  from  top  boxing  companies  present,  thousands  of
boxing fans, media covering the event, as well as some of the
top  Boxing  Celebrities  who  will  be  participating  at  this
year’s Expo. In addition, bout winners will take home the Box
Fan Expo Invitational 2024 Championship belt that was created
to honor our young talented amateur fighters.

Helping a Great Cause

Barry’s Boxing Center is a non-profit organization, that was
founded by Pat and Dawn Barry, with a mission to help the
youth of the Las Vegas community, on their path of physical
and moral excellence. Barry’s Boxing Center is an environment
that exemplifies the values of hard work, and respect. It
gives the youths a safe place to go during critical out-of-
school hours. In affiliation and coordination with USA Boxing,
Barry’s Boxing center persist and insist on promoting safety



in boxing as well as the development and encouragement of
young men and women in their pursuit of excellence in the
sport of boxing both in and out of the ring.

Tickets  to  the  Box  Fan  Expo  are  available  at  Eventbrite
–https://bit.ly/BOXFANEXPO2024

About Box Fan Expo

Box Fan Expo is the ultimate boxing fan experience event,
which allows fans to meet the stars of boxing that represent
the  past,  present  and  future  of  the  sport.  With  hosted
autograph signings, meet-and-greets with current and former
boxing world champions, limited edition merchandise for sale,
giveaways and more, this is the ultimate event for fans of the
sport.

Past  boxing  stars  that  have  participated  include:  Floyd
Mayweather,  Mike  Tyson,  Roberto  Duran,  Sugar  Ray  Leonard,
Julio Cesar Chavez, Juan Manuel Marquez, Tommy Hearns, Roy
Jones  Jr,  Marco  Antonio  Barrera,  Erik  Morales,  David
Benavidez,  Teofimo  Lopez,  Andre  Ward,  Ryan  Garcia,  Marcos
Maidana, Devin Haney, Mikey Garcia, Errol Spence Jr, Fernando
Vargas, Rolando Romero, Sergio Martinez, Tim Bradley, Jose
Ramirez, Shawn Porter, Keith Thurman, Danny Garcia, Deontay
Wilder, Amir Khan, Abner Mares, James Toney, Jessie Vargas,
Floyd  Mayweather  sr.,  Claressa  Shields,  Vinny  Paz,  Mia
St.John,  Franchón  Crews-Dezurn,  Seniesa  Estrada,  Jorge
Linares, Leo Santa Cruz, Badou Jack, Terry Norris, Riddick
Bowe, Earnie Shavers, Michael & Leon Spinks, Brandon Rios,
Anthony Dirrell, Danny Jacobs, and many more.

Exhibitors include boxing promoters, gear, apparel, equipment,
energy  drinks,  supplement  products,  broadcasting  media,
sanctioning bodies, and other companies who showcase their
brand to fans and the boxing industry as a whole.

Throughout the next few weeks leading up to the Event, there
will be weekly updates on the many stars that will commit
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their appearance at the Boxing Expo.

Tickets to the Box Fan Expo are available at Eventbrite –

https://bit.ly/BOXFANEXPO2024

To request information on exhibiting and sponsorship at the
Expo:

For media credentials:

Contact us:

Telephone number: (702) 997-1927 or (514) 572-7222

For any inquiries please email: boxfanexpo@gmail.com

More  information  on  Box  Fan  Expo
visit:  http://www.boxfanexpo.com

Follow Box Fan Expo on Twitter and Instagram at: @BoxFanExpo

Follow  Box  Fan  Expo  on  Facebook
at:  https://www.facebook.com/BoxFanExpo
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